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william grant letters the james grants - william grant letters: the james grants notes by malcolm grant, 28
july 2003. responses by hugh campbell are in italics . in the brief biography of lewis is the statement: “with the
help of his uncle james grant, who was a friend of john graves simcoe, he arranged to come to canada” the
statement is based on family lore. i have found no contemporary record of a friendship between “uncle ... the
history of the memoirs of ulysses s. grant in this issue - mr. snyder spoke about “the battle of seven
pines.” and his letters are now archived in chicago’s newberry “keeping history alive through art” was the
topic of keith rocco’s talk to the round table in april 1998. general grant's expulsion of the jews,dr.
yitzchok levine - conclusion is strengthened by general grant's reaction to rabbi aron friedman's essay on
kosher food's and that for the last years of his life grant ate only kosher meals. a william tecumseh
sherman letter - university of iowa - a william tecumseh sherman letter ronald l. fingerson. pointing to four
civil war letters, general henry van ness boyn ton, washington correspondent for the . cincinnati commercial
gazette, reopened for public examination in the sunday, january 23, 1887, new york sun, the long-running
subject of general ulysses s. grant’s liquor drinking. the letters recalled a “foolish, drunken, stupid ... the
papers of ulysses s. grant (review) - project muse - book reviews343 grant's motivating force at this time
seems to be upholding the terms of the cease-fire and requiring the former rebels to do the same. james
birdseye mcpherson family papers introduction the ... - letters written by mcpherson to family members
from 1849 to 1864, a letter from general h. w. halleck sending mcpherson’s commission as brigadier general
and congratulations, and mcpherson’s rough draft of his report to brigadier general george ulysses simpson
grant collection - history of colorado - “president grant in denver,” while the second, “general grant’s visit
to colorado with daughter nellie,” is an anonymous first-person account of grant’s visit and includes a
description of the coach business between denver and central city. abraham lincoln: complete works:
comprising his speeches ... - comprising his speeches, letters, state papers, and miscellaneous writings,
two volumes set by abraham lincoln (edited by john g. nicolay and john hay), then you have come on to right
website. we own abraham lincoln: complete works: comprising his speeches, letters, state papers, and
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